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Indigenous Peoples : Conflict, Peace and Resolution

Representation to the UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues

Fifteenth session of the Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues,

United Nations Headquarters in New York from 9 to 20May 2016

Honorable Chairperson

Distinguished Members of the Permanent Forum, Govt. and Non-Govt.

Representatives, UN Agencies, Fellou' Indigenous Delegates, Ladies and

Gentlemen, I am Samarjit Singha, representing GSIPF of Bangladesh'

Before my speech I gladly inform all delegates that I would like to thank our

Honorable Prime Minister of People's Republic of Bangladesh, Her Excellency

Sheikh Hasina, and current government, for her wise decision to select Honorable

Justice Surendra Kumar Sinha as a Chief Justice of Bangladesh, Chief Executive of
Judiciary one of three organs - Executive, Legislative and Judiciary of Bangladesh'

We are very proud; Chief Justice Sinha is a first minority, and an Indigenous

member of the Manipuri community to be selected as Chief Justice of Bangladesh'

Greater Sylhet Indigenous Peoples Forum (GSIPF) of Bangladesh is pleased that

the LNPFII have this year chosen 'Indigenous Peoples : Conflict, Peace and

Resolution' as its principle theme.

We hope the issues of peace and conflict, effecting indigenous peoples livelihood

and their rights to lands, territories and resources will be highly given importance

in this on going conference.

We would like to draw the attention of all concetn in this meetings to the

challenges and issues facing by indigenous peoples in conflict situations, and the

way forward to peace and resolution.

We strongly believe, taking the historical background of the indigenous territories

into account, traditional customs and values and indigenous ways of approaching

and resolving conflict have to be used for conflict resolution.
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In some cases it is proven govemments initiatives failed to deal and resolve
conflict effectively for its lack of understanding the culture and values of the
peoples.
Indigenous cultures consider conflict as an issue for the whole community thus it
affects the community as a whole.
Traditional systems and cultural practices are imporlant and crucial elements in
conflict resoiution and thus indigenous approaches could create and promote a
peaceful coexistence by preventing conflict.

I would like to reiterate the following few recommendations in this imporlant
session,

* In-depth negotiations between Indigenous Peoples and the Governments,
and intergoveffrmental bodies to develop further their perspectives on peace

and conflict resolution,

* Indigenous Peoples full and effective participation at all stages and levels of
peace process and decision making should be ensured for stability,

* Redress and justice, for victims of displacement due to conflict should be
provided by the state and the entities involved in committing these
injustices,

{' Indigenous communities and groups should be treated as paftners instead as

beneficiaries and ensure their representation in conflict resolution and steps

should be taken towards eradicating assimilationist, exclusionary,
discriminatory policies and recognition and respect of cultural diversity.

Thank You very much for your kind attention.
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GSIPF, Bangladesh
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